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THE ONE-PARENT FAMILY
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INTRODUCTION
This pamphlet has been written for many mothers and fathers

who are faced with the necessity of bringing up children alone,

without the presence of the other parent. Whether the normal pattern

of family life has been disrupted for them by death or prolonged

illness, by desertion, divorce, or legal separation— or even by

extended absences for military or business reasons— they share a

fundamental problem: each parent must help himself and his child

to live as well as possible in a new, often difficult, situation.

Every thoughtful parent understands that children grow up best

in a family where there are two united, functioning and interested

parents. The parent who is alone faces the hard fact that, temporarily

or permanently, this is not possible for his or her children.

At the same time, both authors share a deep conviction that most

parents, and children too, have unsuspected reserves of strength and

understanding when faced with real crises. They hope that the

suggestions in this pamphlet will support this strength and give

added depth to this understanding. Parents, bringing up their chil-
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dren alone, need to find ways of helping them cope with grief and

anger, must find ways of filling in the inevitable gaps. While they

struggle with their own, often painful adjustments, parents need to

help their children make their peace with the new situation. We hope

this pamphlet will not only help parents to see their children's needs

more clearly, but also indicate, in some practical ways, what can be

done to make their lives whole.

Sometimes, of course, parents and children may be too deeply

troubled to make the adjustment without skilled professional help

from a psychiatrist, social work agency, or other form of counseling

help. The suggestions here offered are not intended to substitute for

such guidance.

This pamphlet has grown out of the authors' many years of pro-

fessional experience in working with parents in programs of indi-

vidual counseling and in groups. They have drawn on this back-

ground of experience to formulate those questions about which

parents are most concerned, and to offer some solutions which have

proven useful. They are aware that there are many real questions

which cannot be dealt with here. Within its limited scope, this

booklet must focus primarily on these parents' day-to-day relation-

ships with their children. We hope that in reading it parents will

not merely find answers, but stimulation of their own capacity to

think through and solve other problems as they meet them.

In addition, we hope this pamphlet will be a small step in a much

larger effort. The one-parent family is a sharp reality of American

life— in 1958 more than six million children, nearly one in ten,

were living in one-parent homes. It is only recently that serious re-

search efforts have been directed to this problem. If this pamphlet

can help to throw some clearer light on the nature of the problem

and provide impetus for much wider search for new knowledge and

understanding, a larger purpose will have been fulfilled.

S0/</^7
A. D. BUCHMUELLER
Executive Director

CJ '>*£ Child Study Association of America

\/J 6 O O Q Executive Director



My husband died recently and I have tried hard to be both
mother and father to my son, but the effort is very great
and not entirely successful. What can a mother in my situa-

tion do?

Most of us take it for granted that to thrive, children need two

parents. But this assumption needs examining, especially in cases

where one parent has died or where a long-term separation has made

it impossible for the absent parent to play even a small continuing

role in the child's life.

The child living with his mother and father recognizes without

words the emotional support parents normally give each other, and

their loving concern for him. The foundations of his adult future are

built out of this wordless appreciation. He models himself on his

father if he is a boy and so, piece by piece, develops his own male

identity. The little girl often moves and sounds like her mother's

very counterpart, nor merely in pirouetting before a mirror and

staggering around in high heels but in more profound ways— in

maternal concern over a doll, acquiring household skills, or even in

the bossy way she may instruct a young guest to wash her hands

before lunch. All parents are familiar with these profoundly, and

sometimes frighteningly acute imitations their children give of them.

These imitations, fused into the child's own character, become an

important part of the future adult.

Naturally it is best for a child to live with two happy parents. But

when death makes this impossible, the parent who is left must give

careful thought to finding people who can offer the child the kind of

experience he now lacks— people of the opposite sex to the remain-

ing parent, who can give him the needed warmth and compan-

ionship. This might be an uncle, family friend or a grandparent, a

schoolteacher or even a college student who comes regularly to take

the child to skate or play baseball. Such a person, whether he comes

voluntarily or is paid, should be conscious of the child's trust and of

the deeply needed role he is playing in the child's life. The uncle

who visits every weekend or the college student who plays ball three

afternoons a week can be crucial in the young boy's identification of

himself with a manly person.



The parent with whom the child lives— and this is truer of

mothers than fathers— often feels that she must play a dual role

for her child; that she must play baseball with her young son and

roughhouse as a father might. This is all very well for the naturally

athletic mother who would do this no matter what the family circum-

stances might be, but it is all wrong for the mother for whom it isn't

natural to attempt to be two parents rolled into one. In her eagerness

to make up for what the child is lacking in the family set-up, she

often denies him the very things which she can best give him.

A mother is a mother and cannot really be a father, even though

as head of the household she must now make all the important

decisions alone. As a loving and maternal person, she should realize

that by trying to be too much more, she may only end up by con-

fusing the child and exhausting herself. She will do best if she gives



him a clear image of what a real mother is, and, in addition, helps

him through his relations with mature men in his life to know what

a father really is.

/ have been separated from my husband since my youngest
child, now five, was a baby. The others are nine and thirteen.

Now 1 have been offered my old job back and don't know
what to say. Sometimes I feel it would do us all good if I got

away from home now and then, and we certainly could use

the money. But it would keep me away from home five days

a week. Is this right for the children? How does one decide?

One of the dangers for a woman who must make a home for her

children without her husband is that she may get bogged down in

household chores and come to feel terribly isolated from her own

kind. This is especially true for a woman who has been used to

out-of-home contacts and the mental stimulation they bring. Also

she is more likely to feel increasingly angry inside herself at the

double deprivation (no man in the home and no chance of new

contacts outside it) than the woman who genuinely loves household

doings and finds her satisfaction in them.

Even when the prospect of a job has a strong pull for a woman
with children, she will do well to take a while to digest the idea. A
steady job means a great change for her and her family. She might

talk it over with others in similar situations; she might also sound

out her older children to see how ready they may be to take over

certain home duties while she is away. Children often come through

with amazing maturity when there is a real need for their services,

although they will need time to resume normal activities and interests.

She should certainly explore possibilities for the care of the youngest

while she is not at home. Is a kindergarten or nursery school avail-

able? An afternoon play group? A neighbor "sitter"? A relative to

help out? What plans might be made for providing for the older

children's out-of-school hours? Much depends on whether such

practical arrangements can be made.



Every mother who is considering an outside job should look within

herself and ask whether she is the kind of person who gets so stale

and irritable in an atmosphere of domesticity that her resentments

are reflected in her relations with her children. If so, she really may
have more to give them after the refreshment of other work than by

her mere physical presence full time.

But she may not feel this way about it at all; she may be quite

ready to wait until her younger children are well launched in school

before she makes plans for going back to work. Ideally, this is

probably best. She may even be genuinely satisfied with never taking

a job again. The call of an old job and former associates may seem

strong at first but perhaps this is only a temporary lure, and one

which would not permanently equal the satisfaction of homemaking.

All of this applies to a mother who is in a position to choose. If a

mother must go to work for financial reasons, that is another matter.

She should go with a clear conscience and make the best plan for her

children during the day that she can. She should keep in touch with

whoever is in charge of her children so that she may know what

goes on in her absence. She should be prepared to give of herself to

her children in the evenings, over weekends, and during holidays,

yet she must reserve some time for her own interests and social life



— companionship given grudgingly or out of a "guilty conscience"

is not satisfying to either the mother or the children. This is not an

easy program, but many "solo" women are doing just this. There is

no real evidence that their children don't turn out as well as others.

When my husband left us, I explained matters to the children
as best I could and they didn't seem very upset. But as time
goes on they seem more resentful and sensitive about not
being just like other families. How can I help them not to

feel a bit disgraced, or at any rate, "different"?

In the case of divorce or desertion— and even death— children are

often resentful at what seems to them an injustice and are embar-

rassed to have their friends know about it. Whatever the cause of

their now being without a father, they need to have it out in the

open and face frankly the fact that in this respect their home is

different. They need time, just as grownups do, to digest everything

that has happened, to accept and acknowledge their sorrow, their

resentment, their shame, their sense of isolation— whatever it is that

they are truly feeling. Sharing these feelings with someone who will

listen and understand is better than silently storing them up inside.

In the end, they will feel less deprived.

A parent who must carry on alone, whether man or woman, does

often feel anger no matter how controlled a front he or she puts up.

This is inevitable and human. It does children no harm if they are

sometimes aware of how parents are feeling. In fact, the children

would be more confused if they thought their parent didn't care.

More than we realize, we can depend on our children's native

strength to carry them through. They may need some encouragement

to bring their friends home, and to have the usual dates and fun and

satisfactions in their life at school. If they can see that you too are

going about your affairs and taking part in the life around you, the

groundwork for their recovery will be laid. Being "different" doesn't

matter so much when, as time goes on, life is still full of a variety

of interests and friends, both old and new.



But there are some limits to "life as usual," and children are

bound to feel the tensions that do exist. A woman alone, especially,

is almost sure to find her life curtailed in many ways. In a social life

geared to "couples," she soon finds that the same friends who rallied

round her at first now limit their invitations to luncheon or women's

gatherings or shopping expeditions, and leave her out just when she

is most in need of the normal social contacts which include men.

Another complication for children arises from the fact that

divorced parents continue to have a difficult relation to each other.

Though no longer married, they must sometimes discuss finances,

arrangements for visiting, plans for children's schooling, for holidays,

and much else. They should tell each other when they become aware

of special problems or crises in a child's development, so that each

can do his part intelligently. These contacts between people who have

deeply hurt each other are bound to revive old frictions, of which the

children are aware. Whatever conversations are necessary should

certainly be carried out with consideration and courtesy, yet briefly

and to the point. Lengthy rehashing of grievances is destructive. But

destructive also is the pretense that nothing has really changed. It

has; and it isn't fair to the children for divorced parents to make

their meetings so frequent and "friendly" that they perpetuate a

fruitless hope that they may come together again.

When a divorced couple must meet to discuss family affairs, the

children should understand that this is the sole purpose of the

meeting. If their father comes to see them in their mother's home,

for example, it is wise for her to be out of the way during his visit.

It is better for her not to ask him to stay for dinner either, even if

the children want him to. When people get un-married, she can

explain, it is hard for them to go on seeing much of each other.

There are, however, some special occasions, such as graduation from

school, when a child is surely entitled to have both parents present.

What your children will most benefit by is a life based on the

realities. Therefore, there should be opportunities for them to talk

to you and anyone else about what has happened. This will help

them toward an increasingly mature understanding of what has gone

into the making of their lives.
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Is it better for parents who are unhappily married to stick

it out together anyway for the sake of the children? Or is a
bad marriage better broken?

Sometimes a marriage which seems to have gone on the rocks and

to be quite hopeless can still be rescued. Anger, jealousy, even

bitter accusations between husband and wife may, in fact, mean that

feeling between them is still strong and that they basically care for

and need each other. Many marriages fail, not because of basic in-

compatibilities, but because neither partner has really grown up.

Perhaps they married while they were still young in experience and

wisdom as well as in years; a lot of learning must go on during

marriage, and especially after children are born. Much depends on

the determination of both partners to succeed and on the willingness

of each to assess honestly his or her own part in both cause and

solution of the difficulties.

Yet sometimes there are impossible misfits and incompatibilities

too deep to be reconciled. After every effort has been made— and

failed— what then ?

We doubt that anyone would deny that, for children, the best

place to grow up is in a home where there are two parents who enjoy

each other, as well as their children, and whose sense of fulfillment

shows in their pleasure in sharing their life together. But when

husband and wife finally decide they can no longer go on, there is no

reason to feel that they have done their children irreparable damage.

If they can keep their personal grievances in the background and

continue to act together in their children's best interest there is still

a chance for everyone to make new beginnings on a healthy basis.

Some recent studies by social psychologists Nye and Short* at the

University of Washington have compared adolescent children from

broken homes with those from unhappy unbroken homes to de-

termine how children fare in these alternatives. Which course does

least harm? Dr. F. Ivan Nye reports: "As a group, adolescents in

* Child Adjustment in Broken and in Unhappy Unbroken Homes, by F. Ivan

Nye, Marriage and Family Living Vol. XIX, No. 4, Nov. '57.



broken homes show less psychosomatic illness, less delinquent be-

havior, and better adjustment to parents than do children in un-

happy unbroken homes." Psychiatrists and social caseworkers who

see a great many broken homes and have had much experience with

children from such homes are inclined to arrive at these same con-

clusions. What might be the explanation?

Where there is indifference and

coldness between a father and

mother, a child is deprived of the

chance to grow up with the ex-

ample of a working partnership

and to sense that genuine concern

and consideration between hus-

band and wife which is the basis

of a mature marriage. This lack

is poor preparation for a child's

future relationships. Even more

harmful are the nameless tensions

and smouldering resentments be-

tween parents which lurk beneath

the surface and come out only in-

directly in small devious acts and

words of hostility. Children are

aware of such feelings and are

troubled and confused, for they

cannot cope with emotions that

never get out in the open. Without

knowing just what is wrong, they nevertheless live under a nameless

threat. This is the more painful because they often believe, quite

unreasonably, that the trouble somehow may be due to some fault

of theirs.

Unless basic changes in such a marriage are possible, everyone

will be better off if it is broken. Both parents and children will be

relieved to be free of the daily frictions or the angry silences which

grow steadily more unbearable. Free of these tensions, they can all

make a fresh start.
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How can we best tell our young children that we have de-

cided to divorce? We have put off telling them because we
want to spare them pain, but the decision has been made
and they must be told.

The upset and confusion which result from evasion usually are far

worse for the child than the shock of hearing such an announcement.

We do not suggest that children be involved every step of the way

in the decision to divorce— quite the contrary. But if parents have

finally reached a decision it will be a relief for all concerned when it

is out in the open and the children are informed definitely on

how things stand.

What to say? The words are very hard to find but they might go

something like this for a six- or eight-year-old, with appropriate

variations for children of other ages: "Daddy [or Mommy] and I

are finding it very hard to live happily together. We find that we

cannot agree on lots of important things. Sometimes we argue and

fight, and that makes us both very sad because we cannot seem to

stop, and so we think it is better for us to stop being married. We
will not be a husband and wife to each other any more, but we will

always be your mother and father and love you and take care of

you, because that's the thing we do agree on."

Fairly detailed, concrete plans, when announced promptly to the

children, tend to lessen the sense of upheaval and confusion that

comes with divorce. For example : To give them a sense of continuity,

parents often try to arrange for the children to keep on living in the

home they have always known and continue at the same schools.

Youngsters should be told as definitely as possible what their school

and living arrangements will be -— whether these will remain as they

have been, or whether certain changes must be made. They should

know from the outset which parent they are to live with and how
often they are to see the other parent, whether during the week, or

for weekends and for vacations. Both parents should do all they can

to make their children feel secure and protected and loved, whatever

their living situation is to be after the divorce.



My wife and I have been divorced for several years. Although
she has custody of the children, I have always provided for
their support and see them often. But because the actual
handling of the money and the buying of everything is in her
hands, I sometimes feel that the children don't realize that I

fully accept my responsibilities. For their sake, as well as
mine, I feel they should know of this concrete evidence of
how much I care.

Yes, the children certainly will gain from knowing that their father

is a responsible person, and their mother would be wise to make

them aware that he provides the wherewithal for their living. They

should know that he sends money regularly. Even when it comes out

of mother's purse, Father is the one who puts it there and he works

hard to do this. This is not to minimize, of course, the mother's

constant non-monetary contribution.

There are other ways, besides, for a father to make his continued

interest real to his children. Birthday and other special gifts might

be chosen and sent by him; there might be occasional extra gifts of

money to meet important needs. Some of the larger bills for doctors,

dentists, camp, dancing lessons, special schooling, and other things

might go to him directly and the children told about this arrange-

ment. Or he might go with a child when he buys a bicycle or toy,

having first given him the money to pay for it.

Children need to feel that both their parents are glad to do things

for them and that the taking of responsibility and being with them

brings real satisfaction. It would be a pity if they were constantly

faced with a melancholy picture of poor Daddy slaving away so that

they can have food, clothing, and pleasures. Parents' support of their

children and their willingness to assume this should appear to

children as the natural order of events. If they are constantly re-

minded of sacrifices and labors, they are sure to feel resentful.

But there are dangers in Father's appearing only as the provider.

The child should not feel that all he is good for is a hand-out. Along

with financial responsibility must go the father's interest in the

child's interests. There should be time for fun together which has



nothing to do with money or where money is quite secondary. Even

a distant father may be able to do this through the quality of his

letters, with non-costly gifts that show thought, with phone calls

just to say "hello." This isn't easy. An absent father may even feel

shy with his children— out of touch. He may believe that his chil-

dren have turned against him, and it's no use trying to hold on. He
may be fighting an uphill battle— yet if his giving— both of

interest and money— comes out of real love for the children, the

bond will not be easily broken.

/ am having a real struggle getting along on the small court
allowance which comes irregularly from my divorced hus-
band. The children feel poorer than other families we know.
What should I say to them by way of explanation?

Let your children know that though their father no longer lives with

you, he is still their father and would like to send money and provide

for his family, but finds it very difficult. How much a child is told

will, of course, depend on his age and ability to grasp the realities of

costs and money as well as differences in human character. Explain,

if it is the case, that their father does the best he can, but that he

earns irregularly and has other expenses to meet.

Parents usually tend to be too reticent with their children about

money, feeling that the young should be sheltered from such matters

as long as possible. Probably this is a mistake. Doing their share of

work and making sacrifices now and then helps children grow up

and discover through first-hand experiences how to meet real life

problems. Self-respect grows in children through their discovery that

they have a definite contribution to make and that they are expected

to do their part.

When a father does not provide for his family at all and doesn't

even try, the problem is bound to be much more difficult. It is a hard

blow for a child to realize that his father is incompetent or indiffer-

ent or "no good," as they may hear someone say. Far from appre-

ciating a hard-working mother the more, or drawing the conclusion
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that he must try hard not to be like his father, a child who comes by

this knowledge— unless it is carefully presented— may feel his

self-esteem greatly weakened. "I'm like my father," he may feel.

"How can I be good if I had a bad father?" He begins to doubt that

he can ever be what he ought to be. So it is very important for a

child to grow up thinking of himself as he is— just himself, a new

and unique human being who can be what he wants to be— even

though his looks and perhaps his mannerisms are like his father's.

When a mother has been able to come to terms with her own

sense of betrayal and injury, she is in a better position to offer her

children a picture of their father which brings out the good things

without denying his obvious defects.

"He was handsome— he was jolly very often," she may say.

"People liked to be with him. He made you laugh a lot when you

were a baby. The trouble was that he spent his money as soon as

he made it and he got to drinking too much and so lost his jobs. It

was sad because he was a nice person in so many ways. Probably he

is still fond of us but feels ashamed about not sending money."

This, of course, is only one of many possible pictures of an absent

father which you can build up bit by bit. When a long absent and

delinquent father— or a father many years dead— remains an un-

known, mysterious or hazy figure, children tend to build fantasies of

him within themselves. Sometimes they make him into a villain on

14



whom they can blame everything that goes wrong; or they may do

the opposite and create a fairy prince who, in their imagination, will

one day reappear and cure all their troubles. Neither alternative is

healthy; children should have a chance gradually to learn the truth

about the absent one, so that eventually they may see him as a person

with both faults and virtues— a human being like the rest of us.

My ex-husband takes our little daughter out every Sunday
and gives her everything she asks for, I don't believe it's

good for her to have everything she wants, but her father
pays no attention to my wishes.

The parent (usually the mother) who has custody of the child and

has to deal alone with all the details of discipline and decision-

making day in, day out, can become very annoyed with the "Sunday

father" who lays himself out once a week and sends the child home at

the end of his visit loaded with presents and full of tales of multiple

movies, innumerable candy bars, and fancy restaurant meals. To the

mother, such indulgence on the father's part seems unfair. Why, she

thinks, should he have all the fun and she the hard work?

But there is another side to this: children tend to exaggerate and

little ones, particularly, may fasten onto one detail and blow it up

out of all proportion. Mothers must keep in mind that fathers who

do not live closely with their children find it difficult to maintain a

relationship with them during the brief span of a Sunday afternoon

or even a two-day weekend, and are tempted to seek a quick and

sure path to the youngster's affections.

While treats have a very real place in children's lives, constant

overindulgence isn't necessary or desirable. The better solution is for

the parents to exchange information about what the child is most

interested in, and most ready for— for example, when a child is

fascinated by dinosaurs, a trip to a natural history museum will be

more welcome than a movie. Also, if he is familiar with the child's

usual routine, the father can see the reasons for abiding by it, not

only for reasons of health but so that the child feels his life is all of

15



a piece instead of being split into two completely different parts.

This calls for willingness on the mother's part to share her child and

to let the father play a real role in his life. For the father, it means

resisting the temptation to make a quick impression, instead of

putting genuine effort into being a parent— with both the pleasures

and trials of such a role. It is a mistake for the divorced father to

think that wise discipline with children ever really alienates them.

An occasional "no" won't hurt. Quite the contrary— it is the parent

who, out of fear of such a loss, or from real lack of interest, does

not make some effort to hold children to some standards who finds in

the long run that he has lost the chance to be a real father and has

become instead a mere play fellow, an easy mark, to be exploited and

therefore not really respected.

There is, however, another point to be made: The Sunday father,

even with the best of intentions, cannot be expected to carry out all

the controls and disciplines which the weekday mother has a chance

to work out and establish gradually. The very situation in which he

and the child find themselves is unusual, and the mother and father

must work out together a plan for visits which should allow for some

unusual privileges as well as for some consistent controls.

I have custody of my children and try to make the best deci-

sions 1 can for them, but my ex-husband objects to a number
of the things Vve decided on, and he lets the children know
he disapproves. It makes me angry and that isn't good for
any of us. What can we do?

Even in families where there is no divorce, parents find themselves

at odds occasionally about discipline or some other touchy subject.

Sometimes these points come up over and over, especially if the

parents are intruding their own personal problems into decisions

supposedly involving only the children. Often the children are all too

aware of the tension. They are quick to respond to it, even when

parents believe they are keeping their irritation to themselves.

In a family shaken by divorce, the solution to these conflicts is
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further complicated by the fact that parental authority must often

remain divided. The physical absence of one parent from the home

means inevitable postponement of many decisions which would be

better made on the spot. Or, the parent in the home may make a

decision without consulting the absent parent and both may then be

dissatisfied with the outcome.

Practically speaking, the one with custody must feel free to make

day-to-day or emergency decisions alone. However, the original

custody agreement should define as far as possible what matters the

parents agree are subjects for consultation, such as questions relating

to choice of a school, summer plans, and major medical treatment.

Practical arrangements for communication with each other should

be made at the start.

Some divorced people find it possible to talk informally in a

restaurant or at home. For others, it may be better to meet at a

lawyer's office or in some other impersonal setting. Still others have

found it helpful to designate in a legal agreement before the divorce

is final, a mutually acceptable, impartial resource to advise them

should an impasse arise in the future. This might be a wise and

experienced family physician or minister, a child psychiatrist, a

"committee" of a few trusted friends, or even a social agency skilled

in dealing with parents and children. The main thing is that both

parents should have confidence in the skill and integrity of the

people or agency they choose.

What can J, as a father, tell my two children about their

mother who left us for another man when the youngest was
a year old? A mother's desertion must be even harder for
children to understand than a father's. I want to spare them
as much pain as possible.

Little by little, let them know what happened and how. Perhaps you

can say, to begin with, that she loved them very much but did not

feel she could be a good mother to them. She believed she could do

better away from you with a different kind of life. You were all sad

about it, of course, but sometimes things happen that way. Did she
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love that other man more than she loved them, they may want to

know. That is a question which is impossible to answer, and you can

only explain that people love their children and their husbands

entirely differently; you can't compare such different feelings.

Sometimes the mother who "deserts"— or who, whether or not

another marriage is in the making, is unwilling or incompetent to

bring up children— is actually mentally unbalanced. She may be

alcoholic or psychotic or in other ways so unfit that it is best for

everyone if she is relieved of the responsibility. In that case, a child

needs help toward forming some concept of what mental illness is—
that it is an illness and need not be felt as a disgrace. So-called

"moral unfitness" is often related to mental illness too.

In most cases, however, the facts are less extreme and children

visit their absent mothers on some pre-arranged basis just as they

do in the case of absent fathers. Unless the mother is the kind who
keeps a child in an emotional turmoil which is seriously and contin-

uously upsetting, this is certainly the best course. Children are better

off when they can gradually learn to know their mothers at first

hand. If you let your own understandable anger lead you to fight

their doing so, they are likely to resent it. Then a tug-of-war arises

between you which inevitably becomes destructive.

Should I send my eight-year-old son, an only child, away to

school? I can't hear to part with him, and he hates the

thought of going. Isn't home the best place for a child? Yet,

I wonder if there is danger that alone with a widowed mother
he will get to be a "mamma's boy,"

Home is nearly always the best place for a young child. But any

woman who has been deprived as you have been, whether through

death or divorce or other circumstances, may run the risk of making

her children— girls as well as boys— the sole focus of her emotions,

the only source of satisfaction. This is dangerous for everyone.

Children need plenty of other youngsters in their lives and, as they

get older, should be going about their own interests and pursuits
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more and more independently. Burdened with too heavy a weight of

responsibility for the happiness of a mother who has nothing else in

life, they may have trouble growing into self-sufficient adults with

families of their own choosing that command their first loyalties.

Neither is an ingrown situation between a mother and child fair

to the mother. She should have friends, work, and interests among

people her own age. Whether or not she marries again, she needs to

prepare for the time ahead when her son will no longer need her in

his daily life or love her best.

A mother who must carry on alone should do what she can to help

a child find a place for himself with other children. He should be

encouraged to visit in his friends' homes, overnight occasionally as

he gets older, or for even longer periods in the summertime. Any

child should feel that his mother is delighted to see him go out and

enjoy himself. He especially needs to feel accepted by his own sex.

Sometimes, with the best intentions and despite wise measures, a

too strong and dependent relationship grows up between a boy and

his mother. In this case, when he gets to be thirteen or fourteen years

old, you might start looking for ways of widening his horizon—
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visits, trips (hosteling, perhaps), jobs in the summer time. In day

camp or on the trips which youngsters today can take on a shoe-

string, he gets a sense of independence.

For those who can finance it, boarding school for the older child

may be indicated— a school with a home-like atmosphere might be

most desirable. Here he will find new friends his own age and, in

the teachers, some models to guide his own development. You may
want to plan now for such a step in the future. If so, introduce the

idea gradually to your son, and give him chances now to go away

from home now and then for short periods so that when the time

comes the wrench of separation will not be too great.

/ am a father who soon will be struggling alone to make a
home for my two children, a girl thirteen and a boy six.

Their mother died recently, and since then their grand-
mother has been staying in our home and taking over. But
this cannot last indefinitely. As a more long-range plan,

would a housekeeper or boarding school be preferable?

Especially in this period when your children have been motherless

such a short time, it seems important to keep them home in familiar

surroundings, close to other members of their family so that they

will not feel that their whole world has suddenly vanished. Later on,

the question of boarding school might be considered though this is

rarely a wise step for children under teen age. They should be firmly

rooted first in a solid home. Then "going away" won't seem to them

like being "sent away," and they will realize that this is a new

experience for those who are mature enough to make the most of it.

The practical difficulties of finding the right person to run your

home and to give motherless children responsible care plus the

warmth they need are, of course, very great. In such a search, a

family agency in the larger towns, a church, school, the State Depart-

ment of Welfare, or the Community Council — as well as employ-

ment agencies, newspaper ads, and wide inquiries among acquaint-

ances— may prove sources of help and information.
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Don't expect to get the perfect person or to be able to rely com-

pletely on anyone. Under these circumstances, a father should try to

be on hand somewhat more than the average father expects to be.

Then he can give his youngsters the affection and interest in the

details of their daily lives which they sorely need. In addition, they

should be encouraged to keep close to their grandmother, too,

through letters and visits. The sense of belonging to a "clan" of

aunts, uncles, and cousins has special value for children. Some
relatives you've never known well may now want to be of help.

It is important for your children's peace of mind that you talk

to them often and matter-of-factly about their mother. There should

be no curtain of silence on the subject. Children often feel that they

are in some way to blame when a parent "leaves them," whether the

leaving is through divorce or death. Explain that she died because

of an especially bad illness and that she did not want to leave them.

Though they should know that death means she cannot come back,

they should be assured that you will always remember her, and that

she did not leave because of anything they did or did not do.

Recently my former husband failed to show up at my little

boy's birthday party which he had promised to attend. This
is only the last of a long series of disappointments. Expected
gifts have failed to materialize, promised phone calls are
neglected, excursions cancelled, and much else. The child is

bewildered and miserable and doesn't know whom to blame.
I have tried to keep up a good relationship between father
and son, but isn't this worse than nothing?

There are times, unfortunately, when a clean break is easier for a

child than constant let-downs and disappointments. There will be

losses, of course, but it may be the better choice of two sad alterna-

tives. Some mothers have found that moving away a considerable

distance is best for everyone. Then the possibility of Dad's appear-

ance becomes next to impossible and the matter is settled.

If this isn't practical, then you might be able to make a new
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arrangement with your lawyers about visiting. Or you may just find

your own ways of preventing further disappointments like these.

But a parent who habitually "lets a child down" may have to be part

of a child's life anyway. If this is so, the youngster will have to do

the best he can with your help. He will need some detailed explana-

tion: "Your father isn't forgetting these things just to be mean," you

may say. "Somehow he has never grown up enough in his feelings

to know how important they are or how much you care. Some people

grow up in their bodies but not in their feelings, and then they

can't be very good parents. It takes a lot of all-around growing up

to make a good parent."

In extreme cases it may be necessary to explain to a child that his

father is the kind of person who finds it hard to follow through on

promises and so, for a while anyway, it seems best not to see him.

Meanwhile, this is the kind of situation where the advice of a

professional counselor can be helpful. You must be very sure that

the father really cannot change his ways or that these disappoint-

ments are really so hard on the child that it is too much to hope he

can learn to take them. If there seems to be a chance that he can

adjust and handle his hurt by learning not to count too much on his

father's promises, this might turn out to be a worthwhile experience

after all. In these difficult matters, someone else's view— provided

it comes from wisdom and maturity— may give you perspective.

My husband and I were divorced recently, and our young son
has become irritable and sleepless. He daydreams much more
than I feel is normal. I can't understand why he hasn't settled

down since the divorce. Our life was tense and unhappy
before because of constant quarrels, and it is so much more
peaceful now.

When a marriage breaks down, every member of the family feels

it and reacts in his own way. While there may be a real lessening

of tension when the separation has actually taken place, nevertheless

many complex feelings are set off by the divorce. Some of these are
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quite conscious; some are unconscious and are revealed only in-

directly by their effect on the person's behavior.

Obviously, to a child, divorce means the end of family life as

he has known it. The end of living in his own home with his own

parents. The end of feeling that they are there whenever he wants

them. The end of being really together as a family.

In such circumstances, a child is entitled to some feeling of anger

and resentment against the adults who have pulled the rug out from

under him, however good their motives. Most children do have such

feelings. Interestingly, they often' have them even where family life

was tense and upsetting before the divorce. Not all youngsters, how-

ever, express what they feel in the same way. Increased whining or

stubbornness, for example, might be such expressions. Some children

seem to have no reaction at all, so that unwary parents say with a

feeling of relief, "It made no difference to the kids at all." But it

is as much a symptom of upset for a child to show no reaction to

such a major change in his life as for him to be openly angry or

unable to fall asleep at night.

It is easier to comfort and help the child who openly expresses

what he feels, who cries bitterly and says how much he misses his

father. Even though parents may be dismayed by such feelings and

be unsure of what to say, an honest expression of sympathy, a real

acceptance of the child's feelings, is the best answer one can give.

It is not really possible, or even desirable, to try to force an

unwilling child to express what may be so deeply hidden that he is

not even consciously aware of it. Parents would do better to leave

the way open for the child to show what he feels whenever he is

best able to do so.

There are some things, however, that all parents can do, no matter

what their children's reactions to the divorce. They can find ways of

letting the youngster know that they, too, are distressed over the

divorce and that they decided on this drastic step only as a last

resort; that in their judgment this was better for everybody than

continuing to live together, divided and unhappy. But they must

also help the child to pick up the threads of his life, to make him

feel that in many essential ways — going to school, seeing friends,
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having a regular schedule for meals and play and sleeping— there

are similarities between the new life and the one he has always

known.

There is more involved for children in coming to terms with their

own feelings about divorce, however, than just those worries and

resentments which they consciously express in words and actions.

Long before his fourth birthday, a child begins to learn that his

parents are not there only to satisfy his needs, but have a life of

their own which in many respects excludes him. This is traditionally

the time when a little girl tells her father that she is going to marry

him, and little boys announce their love for their mothers in no

uncertain terms. These naive expressions of love and jealousy toward

their parents are deeply felt. In the normal course of growing up

the child wrestles with these wishes to have exclusive possession of

his father or mother and finally comes to terms with the fact that

this cannot be.

Normally this is accomplished, with many ups and downs, by the

time a child is six. Youngsters must learn to deal realistically with

these fantasies before they can go on to the important task of

learning to live in the outside world.

As times goes on, most children "forget" all of these earlier con-

flicts and wishes. But in a broken family, reality sometimes fits all

too well into the child's early "forgotten" fantasies. The prospect

of having one parent to himself without any competition from the

other can sometimes reawaken old, and seemingly settled, conflicts

with great intensity. To such a child, it must often seem as though

his wishes have caused the break-up of the family. Because of the

strength of these wishes, some children develop the strong and per-

sistent belief that they are in some way responsible for the divorce.

They hold to this belief in the face of repeated assurance that this

is not the case. The increased irritability, sleeplessness, and with-

drawal which such children sometimes show are the outward signs

of their inner worries.

Explaining— even to the very young child— that he is not at

fault is useful, but it is the cumulative effect of day-to-day living

that will teach him that he has not committed any sin and that his
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divorced parents still love him. For most children, this combination

of explanation, reassurance, and experience works out well.

If, however, a child is so disturbed that he is unable to come to

terms with the new situation, the parents may get wise guidance

from professional sources— a child psychiatrist or family agency.

1 am a divorced father of a six~year~old son of whom I have
custody, I am planning to remarry soon. My fiancee loves my
son and he seems fond of her, hut he is quite attached to his

mother and I am worried about how well he will accept

having a new mother. Neither my fiancee nor I want him to

think of her as a ''stepmother. 99 What is the best way to

handle this?

Why has the image of the cruel stepparent persisted so long? Per-

haps if we look below the surface we can find some explanation.

No child has a consistently loving feeling toward his real parents.

His attitude varies from one of tenderness and dependence to resent-

ment and open rebellion. The loving side is welcomed and accepted;

the angry part is disapproved not only by the parents but by the

child himself. One way, however, in which the angry and frustrated

feelings can be expressed and tolerated is by attaching them to the

cruel and mean stepparent of fairy tale and fiction. It is this image

which each prospective stepparent fears will come to life. It helps

to remember that children have very much the same feelings about

their real parents.

What must be honestly faced is the possibility of the child's pic-

ture of the stepparent as interloper. It is hard for him to give up

his hope that his parents will remarry, but in time he will realize

that he is part of a new and loving family. Encourage his love for

his real mother even while he makes a relationship with your wife.

At first, you must be responsible for major decisions and, for a time,

even for day-to-day discipline. As he and your wife get to know and

trust each other, she can take over more and more responsibility

until she is truly functioning like a mother.
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Since I have been alone, I have been going out from time to

time with a number of men. My child is bound to become
attached to one or another since they are nice to her, and she
always hopes that the latest one will be her new daddy. So
far this has not worked out, and I have to cope with her
disappointment. How can I explain?

How you remake your life must be your decision alone— don't be

pressured into anything you aren't ready for. Go on seeing your

friends as you wish. Explain to your daughter that some men are

just friends, and it is no easy matter to find a new husband.

People need to know each other well and think about marriage a

long time, you may say. You want to be sure that you find the right

one. When you are sure, you'll let her know at once.

The woman alone, whether widowed or divorced, faces a very real

dilemma. The truth is that unattached men rarely remain so for

long, and for the woman-alone, as she gets older, there are fewer

and fewer available men who appeal. Yet her need for love, affec-
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tion and male companionship have not been diminished and quite

naturally, she hopes to remake her life. Statistics actually show

that divorced and widowed women do remarry with unusual fre-

quency— oftener, that is, than single women in the same age group

though not as often as men. Sometimes it seems that the men a

woman meets seem unwilling to take on the responsibilities of mar-

riage— or a ready-made family. It's true that often men she attracts

most may only be seeking a pleasurable escape from other ties.

When this is the case, she faces the choice of saying good-bye to

the man, who is then up and off to greener pastures, or perhaps of

"breaking up" the home of another woman. In addition, the women
in her circle may sense her as a danger and hold her off.

Added to her own frustration— both sexual and affectional—
is the fact that the children want to know why "Uncle Harry never

comes here any more." It is hard to answer them, and the children

are bound to get some of the repercussions of her discouragement.

She will be better off— and so will the children— if she stops trying

to be a "perfect mother," always cheerful, never depressed. No one

achieves this, even without such odds against her.

My divorced wife, who has custody of our two young chil-

dren, has remarried, I have liberal visiting privileges and see

the children as frequently as I can. I know that my children
love me and I want them to know that I am truly their father.

I don't want another "Daddy" to replace me. Their new
stepfather seems to be doing everything he can to win them
over. In his place, I guess I would do the same, and yet I am
resentful and fearful that I will be pushed aside. What's the

most sensible way for a man in my position to handle this?

The solution to this difficulty lies mainly in facing squarely the fact

that the new partner in a marriage which involves young children

must, and indeed should, assume a practical, day-to-day parental

function. His very presence as husband to your children's mother

makes him a "daddy" in fact, if not in name. The recognition of

this is often difficult for the real parent not living with his children.
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We all want the special joy of watching our children develop

and mature, and of guiding them so that they will fulfill themselves

and become useful and happy adults. Small wonder, then, that the

father who cannot participate in his children's daily life feels

cheated out of his birthright. He may be lonely and bitter and

feel that his own relationship with his youngsters is threatened

by whatever relationship the stepparent is building with them. He

may believe that his former wife and her new husband are conspir-

ing to shut him out of the children's lives. Sometimes this really

does happen, but more often not. Nevertheless, the thought must

surely occur to most parents who do not have custody.

Only by facing all of these facts and feelings can the real parent

go on to build a healthy relationship with his children, accepting

the reality of the stepfather's role and not undermining him in this

openly or subtly. The child who does not feel free to give some

affection and loyalty to a stepfather who truly loves him— because

he feels his own father will be displeased— is doubly injured. He

not only cuts himself off from the relationship with the stepfather,

but may also turn away from his mother as well and feel tied to his

father in a guilty loyalty that will create difficulties for him.

On a practical level there are many ways for you to maintain

and deepen your ties with your children. See them as regularly as

you can. Try to give them a clear idea of the life you lead when
you are away from them, of the work you do, of the things you

enjoy, whatever they are. If at all possible, set aside some part of

your own home where they can store some simple clothing and toys.

Ideally, they should be able to stay overnight with you occasionally.

Be scrupulous about your obligations, financial and otherwise,

to your children. Be courteous to your ex-wife and her new husband,

not merely for your own sake, but for the children. Do not, how-

ever, try to make a place for yourself in their new family set-up.

The children will only become confused.

No father who loves his children and who conscientiously makes

an effort to fulfill his obligations to them will lose their love to

another "father."
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